The spatial unmasking of speech: Evidence for better-ear listening
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Speech reception thresholds (SRTs) were measured for target speech presented concurrently with interfering speech (spoken by a different speaker). In experiment 1, the target and interferer were divided spectrally into high- and low-frequency bands and presented over headphones in three conditions: monaural, dichotic (target and interferer to different ears), and swapped (the low-frequency target band and the high-frequency interferer band were presented to one ear, while the high-frequency target band and the low-frequency interferer band were presented to the other ear). SRTs were highest in the monaural condition and lowest in the dichotic condition; SRTs in the swapped condition were intermediate. In experiment 2, two new conditions were devised such that one target band was presented in isolation to one ear while the other band was presented at the other ear with the interferer. The pattern of SRTs observed in experiment 2 suggests that performance in the swapped condition reflects the intelligibility of the target frequency bands at just one ear; the auditory system appears unable to exploit advantageous target-to-interferer ratios at different ears when segregating target speech from a competing speech interferer. © 2006 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.2228573]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Listeners often experience the compelling impression that they can pick up any of a range of voices around them by focusing their attention on the appropriate direction (Cherry, 1953). This introspection is supported by the fact that listeners achieve better recognition of concurrent voices when these voices come from different directions. The phenomenon, known as spatial unmasking, can be measured as the improvement in the masked threshold for the detection or identification of a target sound as a function of the angle of separation, in the horizontal plane, between the target and an interfering sound.

The perceived direction of a sound source in the horizontal plane is largely determined by two binaural cues (Rayleigh, 1876; 1907). Interaural level difference (ILD) refers to the difference in sound level at the two ears caused by different distances to the source (i.e., the inverse-square law) and, at high frequencies, by the occluding effect of the head (i.e., head shadow). Interaural time difference (ITD) refers to the brief time lag in the signal at the more distant ear caused by the finite speed of sound. ITD is the dominant cue to sound direction (Wightman and Kistler, 1992). These cues also contribute to the spatial unmasking of speech (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1988). However, the fact that sound localization and spatial unmasking exploit the same cues need not imply a common mechanism. Rather, it is thought that the auditory system exploits ITD and ILD independently to bring about monaural and binaural improvements in the target-to-interferer ratio (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1988; Culling et al., 2006; 2004; Edmonds and Culling, 2005a; Hawley et al., 2004; Zurek, 1993). ILD is mainly associated with monaural gains in audibility at the ear with the better target-to-interferer ratio, while ITD gives rise to improvements in the audibility of a target sound through binaural interaction (Colburn, 1977; Durlach, 1972; Jeffress, 1948; Levitt and Rabiner, 1967; Rabiner et al., 1966).

Zurek’s (1993) model of spatial unmasking predicts the effect of spatial separation on speech intelligibility by calculating the target-to-interferer ratio due to head shadow and binaural unmasking across a series of 1/3-octave frequency bands and comparing these estimates against the articulation index (French and Steinberg, 1947). Here, we focus on how Zurek’s (1993) model estimates the monaural contribution to speech intelligibility. The total monaural estimate of the model can be defined as either the contribution of the monaural frequency bands providing the better target-to-interferer ratios regardless of ear (which Zurek termed the “better-bands” rule) or the contribution of the monaural frequency bands at the ear providing the better overall target-to-interferer ratio (which Zurek termed the “better-ear” rule). The predicted difference in speech intelligibility for the better-bands and better-ear rules is negligible in normal listening situations, as head shadow will tend to cause one ear to have the better target-to-interferer ratio in all frequency bands. The model is agnostic as to whether the auditory system employs a better-bands rule or a better-ear rule. Nonetheless, the better-bands rule assumes that the human auditory system is free to select monaural information independently from frequency channel to frequency channel across the two ears. However, the authors are unaware of any attempts to empirically test between the predicted effects of the better-ear and better-bands rules on speech intelligibility.

The experiments reported here compare the predictions of the better-bands and better-ear rules by exploring the effect of splitting stimuli spectrally across the two ears using a
paradigm similar to the one described by Edmonds and Culling (2005b). High- and low-frequency bands of target and interfering speech materials were presented using infinite ILDs (i.e., each frequency band of each signal was presented to one ear only) in order to maximize the target-to-interferer ratio across the ears. We reasoned that if listeners really can exploit the better-bands rule then it should be possible to present the high- and low-frequency bands of a target utterance to different ears in the presence of a concurrent interferer without observing any impact on speech intelligibility. However, if listeners are only able to attend to the ear providing the best overall target-to-interferer ratio (i.e., they employ the better-ear rule), then performance could be poorer in this condition than when target and interferer are simply presented to different ears.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Participants

Nine Cardiff University undergraduate students were recruited and awarded course credit in return for their participation. All participants reported normal hearing and spoke English as their first language.

B. Stimuli

Sentences from the MIT recordings of the male speaker CW reading the Harvard Sentence Lists (IEEE, 1969) were used as target items and sentences from the speaker DA (another male speaker from MIT recordings of the Harvard sentence lists) were used as interferer items. These sentence materials were filtered into high- and low-frequency bands using a 512-point, linear-phase, finite impulse response (FIR) filter with very steep (>1000-dB/octave) cutoffs. High- and low-frequency cutoffs spanned a splitting frequency, leaving a spectral notch of 1 equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) (Moore and Glasberg, 1983). These spectral notches were the same as those employed by Edmonds and Culling (2005b): 700–802 Hz (i.e., a splitting frequency of 750 Hz), 1411–1594 Hz (i.e., a splitting frequency of 1500 Hz), and 2822–3287 Hz (i.e., a splitting frequency of 3000 Hz)\(^1\). These splitting-frequency manipulations allowed the high- and low-frequency regions of the speech materials to be presented in different interaural configurations. Three interaural configurations of target and interferer were used: monaural, dichotic, and swapped. In the monaural configuration the target speech and interferer were both presented to one ear. In the dichotic configuration the high- and low-frequency bands of a target sentence were presented to the left ear and the high- and low-frequency bands of an interfering sentence were presented to the right ear. Last, in the swapped configuration a high-frequency target band and a low-frequency interferer band were presented to the left ear while a low-frequency target band and a high-frequency interferer band were presented to the right ear. Thus, a total of nine conditions (3 interaural configurations × 3 splitting frequencies) was used in this experiment.

C. Procedure

Stimuli were presented to the listener using a TDT AP2 array processor via a TDT psychoacoustics rig (DD1, FT6, PA4, HB6) over Sennheiser HD 590 headphones in a single-walled IAC sound-attenuating booth. Speech reception thresholds (SRTs) were measured using a 1-up/1-down adaptive threshold method (Levitt, 1971) in which a set of ten target sentences was presented against a fixed-level (−70-dB) interferer sentence (a novel interfering sentence was used for each SRT measurement). The initial target-to-interferer ratio was −28 dB. The first stimulus was repeated, each time with a 4-dB-more-intense target sentence, until the listener judged that they could understand half of the sentence and attempted to transcribe it on a computer terminal. When the listener pressed ‘‘return’’ at the end of their transcription, the actual target sentence appeared below the listener’s transcript with five keywords in capitals. The listener self-marked his or her identification of the five keywords. If more than two keywords were correctly identified, the level of the subsequent target sentence was reduced by 2 dB. Otherwise it was increased by 2 dB. The mean of the last eight target-to-interferer ratios derived in this way was taken as the SRT.

D. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the mean SRTs for the listeners in experiment 1. SRTs were highest (i.e., worst performance) in the monaural condition, lowest (i.e., best performance) in the dichotic condition, and of intermediate level in the swapped condition. SRTs in the swapped condition appeared to vary with splitting frequency, producing a chevron-like pattern of SRTs (i.e., the SRTs were lower for this condition at the 750 and 3000-Hz splitting frequencies than they were when this interaural configuration was presented with a 1500-Hz splitting frequency).

A two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance was performed on the SRTs for all nine conditions (3 interaural configurations × 3 splitting frequencies). There was a significant main effect of interaural configuration \(F(2, 16)\)
III. EXPERIMENT 2

This experiment explored the contribution of high- and low-frequency speech bands to speech intelligibility. It was conducted to confirm whether or not listeners combine any information about the target that is presented to different ears or whether they rely solely on the information available at one ear. Two new conditions were designed to yield SRTs that varied systematically with splitting frequency. One ear was designated a “target-only” ear and received either a high-frequency target band (high-contribution condition) or a low-frequency target band (low-contribution condition); the proportion of target speech at the target-only ear in the high-contribution and low-contribution conditions depended on the splitting frequency. The remaining proportion of target speech (e.g., the low-frequency band in the high-contribution condition) was presented to the contralateral ear with the high- and low-frequency interferer bands. We reasoned that the intelligibility of the target speech in these conditions should increase (i.e., yield lower SRTs) as the range of frequencies available at the target-only ear increased. Consequently, if the better-ear rule is employed then one would expect the pattern of SRTs in the swapped condition to closely match the pattern of SRTs found in one or the other of these new conditions at different splitting frequencies. For example, the target-to-interferer ratio at the better ear in the swapped condition might mirror those of the low-contribution condition when the splitting frequency is high (i.e., 3000 Hz) and those of the high-contribution condition when the splitting frequency is low (i.e., 750 Hz). However, if listeners have any ability to exploit the better-bands rule rather than the better-ear rule, then performance in the swapped condition should be better than that achieved for these high-contribution and low-contribution conditions, as more frequency bands will be available to the listener.

A. Participants

A new group of nine undergraduate students from Cardiff University was recruited and rewarded with course credit for their participation. Again, all participants reported normal hearing and spoke English as their first language.

B. Stimuli

The target and interfering speech materials were again presented as high- and low-frequency bands divided at splitting frequencies of 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz in three interaural configurations: swapped (the left ear received a high-frequency target band and a low-frequency interferer band; the right ear received a low-frequency target band and a high-frequency interferer band), high-contribution (a high-frequency target band was presented to the left ear; the high- and low-frequency interferer bands and a low-frequency target band were presented to the right ear), and low-contribution (a low-frequency target band was presented to the right ear; the high- and low-frequency interferer bands and a high-frequency target band were presented to the left ear).

C. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows how the swapped-condition thresholds relate to the high-contribution and low-contribution condition SRTs. These thresholds vary systematically with increasing splitting frequency in all three conditions; again, a chevron-like pattern of SRTs was observed in the swapped condition. When a splitting frequency of 750 Hz was employed the low-contribution condition SRTs were highest (i.e., intelligibility was poorest), while SRTs in the high-contribution and the swapped conditions were lowest. When a splitting frequency of 1500 Hz was used, SRTs in all three conditions were intermediate and indistinguishable. When the 3000-Hz splitting frequency was employed, SRTs in the low-contribution and swapped conditions were lowest, while those of the high-contribution condition were highest.

A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on the SRTs, with two within-subjects factors (3 interaural configurations × 3 splitting frequencies). There was a significant main effect of interaural configuration
The overall similarity of mean SRTs in the swapped condition to those observed in the high-contribution and low-contribution conditions at different splitting frequencies suggests that the intelligibility of speech in the swapped condition was dependent upon the frequency bands at the ear providing the better target-to-interferer ratio. We conclude that this effect is consistent with the better-ear rule of listening and not the better-bands rule.

It is tempting to suppose that the high thresholds observed in the low-contribution condition with 750-Hz splitting frequency and the high-contribution condition with 3000-Hz cutoffs may reflect performance based solely on those narrow frequency regions. However, given the restricted range of frequencies available, it is quite possible that the better ear was, in each case, the one with the interfering voice and that these thresholds represent masked thresholds based on a relatively wide frequency band.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Zurek’s (1993) model of spatial unmasking describes how speech intelligibility is dependent on monaural and binaural contributions to the target-to-interferer ratio across a series of frequency bands. We tested, in two experiments, whether the monaural advantage to spatial unmasking reflects an all-or-nothing strategy for exploiting information at one ear or the other, or whether the auditory system is able to take advantage of the ear with the better target-to-interferer ratio within each frequency channel. These experiments were designed as a simple test of the two strategies (i.e., better ear or better bands) that Zurek (1993) described in his model. In experiment 1, speech intelligibility was better in the dichotic condition than in the swapped condition. This result is inconsistent with the better-bands rule, which would predict that thresholds in these two conditions should be identical. Experiment 2 showed that performance in the swapped condition was virtually indistinguishable from the best thresholds observed in the high-contribution and low-contribution conditions at a given splitting frequency; this suggests that speech intelligibility in the swapped condition was dependent on the target frequency channels at just one ear. Consequently, we suggest, these data indicate clear support for a better-ear interpretation of Zurek’s model. While this conclusion is not particularly novel (i.e., it only confirms a prediction of Zurek’s model), it is most definitely surprising, as a number of related studies suggest that the better-bands rule should have prevailed.

Brungart et al. (2005), for instance, used the Zurek’s better-bands rule to explain some unexpected effects in their study of precedence-based segregation (see Sec. IV C for further details). They manipulated the extent to which the “echo” of a masking stimulus was delayed and found that this manipulation brought about an improvement in the intelligibility of target speech heard against broadband noise at some delays and not others. After an inspection of their stimuli, they concluded that the addition of a delayed masker at certain delay intervals introduced spectral notches in the spectrum of the masker, which allowed listeners to exploit advantages in the target-to-interferer ratio at the frequencies of these notches. As these notches appeared in different frequency regions in both ears, Brungart et al. reasoned that, in order for listeners to take full advantage of these notches, the auditory system might exploit information at the ear providing the most favorable target-to-interferer ratio within each
frequency band (i.e., the better-bands rule). A simulation of Zurek’s (1993) model of spatial unmasking confirmed that these gains in intelligibility, afforded by the changes in target-to-interferer ratio at these notches, was consistent with the increases in performance observed for these conditions. It would be interesting to know if the better-ear rule would also have been able to account for the changes in performance that were observed by Brungart et al. (2005), as the results of the current investigation (against speech interference) suggest that listeners are only able to exploit notches in the masker spectrum at only one of the ears. Unfortunately, Brungart et al. (2005) did not report whether this was the case or not. Moreover, our own data were collected using speech as an interferer, rather than the speech-shaped noise used by Brungart et al. Below, we consider how the results of the current dichotic listening experiments relate to other bodies of research in the literature.

A. Band-independent processing of ITD

The idea that the auditory system is able to select and integrate information from different frequency channels has been successfully demonstrated binaurally (Akeroyd, 2004; Culling and Summerfield, 1995; Edmonds and Culling, 2005b). It is somewhat intriguing, therefore, that the results of the current investigation suggest that the auditory system does not employ a similar strategy for monaurally exploiting target-to-interferer ratios. Previously, in an analogous set of experiments to the ones described here, Edmonds and Culling (2005b) looked for evidence of across-channel processing in the spatial unmasking of speech using ITD. Three experiments were designed to test whether the segregation of spatially separated sounds is dependent on the consistency of ITD across different frequency bands, in particular, whether or not the binaural gain in speech intelligibility was constrained to the exploitation of a single ITD across frequency. It was found that, as long as the target and interferer had a different ITD in each frequency channel, speech intelligibility was unaffected. As integration of ITD across frequency is important for localizing sounds, this result suggested that improvements in speech intelligibility for these stimuli reflected the benefit of binaural unmasking and that perceived location was a relatively unimportant cue. The fact that the monaural and binaural components of spatial unmasking display such strikingly different (i.e., better-ear vs band-independent processing) characteristics suggests that the mechanisms underlying the exploitation of ITD and ILD might be separate and distinct.

B. The spectral fusion of sounds across the ears

Early work in the field of dichotic listening (e.g., Broadbent, 1955; Broadbent and Ladefoged, 1957; Cutting, 1976) suggests that listeners can fuse together different spectral regions of a sound source when they are presented separately but simultaneously to opposite ears to form a single auditory image. Broadbent and Ladefoged (1957), for example, presented listeners with a dichotic speech stimulus in which the first and second formants of a synthesized sentence were simultaneously presented to different ears. They found that
the pattern of results would be consistent with the findings of Culling and Darwin (1993). They found that correct identification rates for pairs of simultaneous vowels with different F0’s was largely unaffected by a manipulation in which the F0’s of the two vowels were swapped between the first and second formants. They thus found little evidence for across-formant grouping by F0. Bird and Darwin (1998) later showed that a similar manipulation of competing sentences was ineffective at disrupting their intelligibility. These experiments both attempted to disrupt performance by confusing the grouping process. The present experiment may offer a complementary form of evidence because, in this case, a lack of across formant grouping by F0 may have impaired listeners’ ability to perform a task in which such grouping was needed.

C. Spatial release from informational masking

A number of studies in the spatial unmasking literature suggest that attending to perceived location can be particularly important for providing a release from informational masking (Brungart, 2001; Brungart et al., 2001; 2005; Freyman et al., 2001; 2004; 1999; Kidd et al., 2005; 1994). Informational masking is thought to reflect a failure to segregate or a propensity to confuse sounds (especially speech sounds); it is thought to produce an excess of masking (i.e., a rise in the threshold for identifying a target over and above that attributable to energetic masking). The impact of informational masking on the segregation of sound sources can be avoided, however, if the listener is provided with some means to focus their attention on the target item. Freyman et al. (1999), for example, demonstrated how perceived location can help listeners focus their attention on the target utterance and obtain a release from the informational masking. In Freyman’s study, an illusory spatial separation between target and masker (presented over spatially separated loudspeakers) was achieved with the addition a delayed copy of the masker (i.e., to simulate a room reflection) at the target loudspeaker. The “echo” invoked the precedence effect (Litovsky et al., 1999; Zurek, 1987), which creates the illusion of spatial separation while substantially disrupting the cues for binaural unmasking. Under these circumstances, an improvement in speech intelligibility against speech maskers was observed but not against noise maskers; this effect was characterized as a release from informational masking.

Previously, Edmonds and Culling (2005a; 2005b) found little support for the idea that perceived location is important for spatial unmasking. However, the present paper appears to suggest that listeners could only exploit information at one location (i.e., ear), as listeners were foiled by the swapped condition of experiment 1 (i.e., producing much higher threshold than one might expect if perceived location was not important to spatial unmasking). Given the design of the experiments described here, one could choose to interpret the results of the current paper in terms of release from informational masking. The results of the swapped condition are a prime candidate for such interpretation, as there is no energetic masking in this condition (i.e., the target and interferer are never physically mixed in a given frequency channel).

The elevated thresholds in the swapped condition (i.e., compared to those observed in the dichotic condition), for example, could be characterized as perceptual interference in the segregation of the competing speech streams. Alternatively, if one keeps to the low-level (i.e., nonattentional) framework of Zurek’s (1993) model, the SRTs in the swapped condition can be explained as the contribution of target frequency bands at each ear to the intelligibility index. That is, the listener simply listens to the ear providing the better level of intelligibility.

V. CONCLUSIONS

When segregating competing voices, listeners do not benefit from favorable target-to-interferer ratios in different frequency bands if these bands are presented to different ears; the SRTs observed in the current investigation appear to have been determined solely by the quality of target information presented to a single ear. In terms of Zurek’s (1993) model, this result is more consistent with the better-ear rule than the better-bands rule for monaural listening. Further investigation will be required to determine if this better-ear mechanism is differentially sensitive to different forms of masking, as it is unclear how grouping by fundamental frequency and perceived location, for example, affect this process.
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1The 1-ERB-wide notch was originally introduced by Edmonds and Culling (2005b) in order to reduce the possibility of confounding binaural interactions in frequency channels close to the splitting frequency. However, as the current investigation employs infinite ILDs and not ITDs the spectral notch is not necessary, but was kept for the sake of consistency across these similarly themed research papers.

2Grouping is distinct from fusion. Fusion is the binding together of different elements into a single auditory image. Grouping, as the term implies, involves identifying different sound elements as belonging to distinct auditory objects.
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